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Introduction {#sec006}
============

During the last decades, the world has experienced a demographic and epidemiological transition \[[@pone.0156175.ref001]\], characterized by an aging population and an increase in chronic health conditions. These changes are associated with increasing costs and poor health outcomes in individuals with chronic health conditions, posing significant challenges for health care systems on a global scale \[[@pone.0156175.ref001],[@pone.0156175.ref002]\]. It has been suggested, that in order to fully adapt to societal changes and the resulting consequences for population health, healthcare needs to innovate by switching its focus "from a disease orientation to a patient goal orientation, focused on maximizing the health goals of individual patients" \[[@pone.0156175.ref003]\].

The involvement of patients in the healthcare innovation process is increasingly recognized as a main asset to favor this switch. Guided by Omachonu's and Einspruch's definition of healthcare innovation, we consider the healthcare innovation process to be concerned with the identification and introduction of new concepts and ideas related to services, processes or products that seek to improve treatment, diagnosis, education, outreach, prevention, and research with the ultimate goal of improving health outcomes, quality, safety, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness \[[@pone.0156175.ref004],[@pone.0156175.ref005]\]. It is a complex organizational process that is deliberately initiated and entails co-operative and collective activities that are shaped by the individual intentions, preferences, and interests of the different stakeholders involved in and affected by the process and its outcomes \[[@pone.0156175.ref006]\]. Important stakeholders to be considered in this context are, for example, health professionals, healthcare managers, researchers, but also patients and their families. For the purpose of this paper, we use the term patients for individuals affected by chronic or multiple chronic health conditions who are actual or potential recipients of healthcare.

Indeed, an emerging body of literature documents the value of peer-led self-management support workshops and their potential to improve health literacy and foster patient empowerment \[[@pone.0156175.ref007],[@pone.0156175.ref008]\]. Two of the key arguments for using such peer-group approaches are the expected reduction in costs and the potential value of group learning \[[@pone.0156175.ref009]\]. In addition, patients themselves usually have a great level of experiential credibility when sharing their health related experiences with peers \[[@pone.0156175.ref010]\]. In this context, the notions of patient-centered care and patient-driven innovation are gaining increasing attention \[[@pone.0156175.ref011]--[@pone.0156175.ref015]\], even in traditionally highly regulated areas like the pharmaceutical sector \[[@pone.0156175.ref016]--[@pone.0156175.ref018]\]. As highlighted by Smits and Boon \[[@pone.0156175.ref017]\], patients can contribute to the healthcare innovation process in a number of ways, for example, by facilitating clinical trials and thereby making the innovation process more efficient or by contributing their own insights and ideas.

In this paper we propose virtual patient networks as a promising tool to favor and promote the active involvement of patients in the innovation process. Health-related online communities have in fact become a main platform for patients to exchange and discuss their health related experiences \[[@pone.0156175.ref019]\]. However, and despite their increasing popularity, the innovative potential of these virtual patient networks to function as a tool to integrate the patients' perspective into the healthcare innovation process remains under investigated \[[@pone.0156175.ref020]\]. Indeed, previous research on health-related online communities has predominantly focused on investigating usage behavior \[[@pone.0156175.ref021]--[@pone.0156175.ref023]\] and the impact of web-based communities on individuals' health and social outcomes \[[@pone.0156175.ref024]--[@pone.0156175.ref029]\]. So rather than reviewing the healthcare literature, we chose to draw on research findings originating from different scientific disciplines to investigate their transferability and applicability to the healthcare context.

By reviewing the open and user innovation literature where the active involvement of online user communities in the innovation process is well-documented, we seek to leverage existing evidence from other fields to inform healthcare research and practice. We believe that this evidence can be a main source of information and innovation to foster the development of virtual patient-innovation communities. The idea underlying open innovation is that firms should leverage internal as well as external sources of innovation and commercialization to capture value and maximize economic profit \[[@pone.0156175.ref030],[@pone.0156175.ref031]\]. Research in this field is concerned with firms' approaches to access external knowledge and innovation and with mechanisms involved in firms' outward transfer of innovation for commercialization by others \[[@pone.0156175.ref032]\]. Research in the field of user innovation, on the other hand, is more concerned with the process of value creation by users, investigating tools, processes, and policies that favor such innovation and its diffusion \[[@pone.0156175.ref033],[@pone.0156175.ref034]\]. Online communities have become a widely studied phenomenon in this stream of research and also firms are increasingly interested in using them as a tool to integrate users' ideas in the product and service development process. In this context, Grabher and Ibert \[[@pone.0156175.ref035]\] distinguish three types of virtual communities: firm-hosted, firm-related, and independent online communities. Firm-hosted communities are those communities initiated, maintained, and governed by commercial producers. The second type, firm-related communities, despite being associated with a brand or product, are initiated and governed by community members in a self-organized process. Contrary to the first two types, independent communities have no link to professional or commercial organizations and are driven solely by the community members and their epistemic goals.

Taking evidence from the study of these online user innovation communities as a starting point, we focuses on the role of virtual patient networks for people with chronic health conditions to foster the integration of the patient's perspective into the healthcare innovation process. The objectives of this paper are to 1) describe the use of online communities as a tool to capture and harness innovative ideas of end users or consumers in different fields; and 2) point to the potential value and challenges of these virtual platforms to function as a tool to inform and promote patient-centered care in the context of chronic health conditions. The paper proceeds as follows: In the next section, we present our methodological approach, describing our search strategy and analytical procedure. In the results section, we address our first research objective by providing a narrative account of the included studies. The discussion section of the paper then addresses our second research objective by discussing the results of the scoping review in the light of the particularities present in the healthcare context. In the discussion section, we also draw attention to promising directions for future research and acknowledge the limitations of our study. We conclude by highlighting the contribution of our work and its implications for healthcare research and practice.

Methods {#sec007}
=======

In seeking to link the available evidence from the open and user innovation literature to the healthcare context, we expected a highly heterogeneous and methodologically diverse body of literature \[[@pone.0156175.ref036]\]. As prior healthcare research has successfully demonstrated the ability of the scoping review methodology to yield a meaningful account of existing research spanning multiple disciplines \[[@pone.0156175.ref037]\], we chose to follow this approach and carried out a scoping review, allowing us to capture the breadth and depth of available evidence regardless of study design \[[@pone.0156175.ref038],[@pone.0156175.ref039]\]. To ensure a rigorous approach, our research was guided by the five-stage framework for conducting scoping reviews developed by Arksey and colleagues \[[@pone.0156175.ref040]\] and followed PRISMA reporting guidelines \[[@pone.0156175.ref041]\] (see: [S1 PRISMA Checklist](#pone.0156175.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the following paragraphs we describe our procedures at each of the five stages of the scoping review framework. The detailed review protocol is available (see: [S1 Protocol](#pone.0156175.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In a first step, the research team identified a number of questions based on a preliminary review of the literature, which resulted in two central research questions: What do we know about the use of online communities as a tool to capture user insights in other fields? And to what extent are these findings transferable to the healthcare context? We then proceeded to the identification of relevant studies. The literature search was performed through the databases ISI Web of Science, Communication & Mass Media Complete, PsycINFO, Business Source Premier, MEDLINE, ABI Inform Global, and ABI Trade & Industry. These databases were chosen to cover a broad range of social sciences content. The search strategy was developed based on a preliminary literature review, one lead to the identification of terms relating to open and user innovation in online communities. The full search strategy is described in more detail in the review protocol (see: [S1 Protocol](#pone.0156175.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Articles published in English between 1995 and 2014 were taken into consideration. All the references identified, including abstracts, were exported to EndNote.

After de-duplication, the remaining records (n = 11868) were converted to RIS format and imported into EPPI reviewer 4, a web-based software tool for research synthesis. In a next step, the research team proceeded to select relevant studies. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were refined through an iterative process comprised of three levels of relevance screening. The first level of screening comprised a review of title and abstract to eliminate items that did not meet our inclusion criteria. Two coders were involved in the screening process. Inter-coder reliability was assessed for 20% of the records and yielded 90% correspondence. 8754 records were discarded at this first stage. Upon completion of a second round of title and abstract screening, 426 articles were retrieved for full text screening. To be eligible for the review, studies had to be published in English between 1995 and 2014 and describe the user innovation or co-creation process taking place within one or more firm-hosted, firm-related or independent online user innovation communities. For the purpose of this study, we defined online user innovation community as a virtual gathering of end users engaging in product and service development related tasks and activities, such as proposing ideas, evaluating and commenting others' ideas for product or service improvement, or prototyping. Studies were excluded if they examined online communities that did not involve user innovation activities (e.g. dating communities) or that did not focus on end-user (consumer) involvement but rather on employee or supplier integration. Studies reporting on offline initiatives to integrate consumers in the innovation process, studies investigating innovation intermediaries or crowdfunding practices were also excluded.

Once we had identified and selected relevant studies, data-charting form was developed by the research team to determine which data to extract. As described by Arksey and O'Malley \[[@pone.0156175.ref040]\], we used a charting approach similar to a narrative review, also referred to as descriptive-analytical method \[[@pone.0156175.ref038]\], that was guided by our central research questions and the individual sub-questions formulated in the first stage. In addition to extracting descriptive study characteristics, we also recorded information on the original research results and the authors' conclusions \[[@pone.0156175.ref037]\]. The complete data charting form is presented in [S1 Protocol](#pone.0156175.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Finally, the data were compiled in a single spreadsheet for coding and analysis. We first performed a descriptive summary analysis followed by a qualitative thematic analysis of the data \[[@pone.0156175.ref038]\]. This helped us to categorize the studies according to their research focus. One author completed the majority of the coding and analysis. From this analysis three categories of studies were coded, according to whether they addressed "user and community factors", "organizational factors", or "output and outcome". One study focused on describing an internet-mediated netnography approach \[[@pone.0156175.ref042]\]. Although these categories were neither comprehensive nor mutually exclusive, they provided a useful framework to structure the analysis and presentation of results. [Table 1](#pone.0156175.t001){ref-type="table"} shows the distribution of articles according to the respective categories (see also: [S1 Table](#pone.0156175.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).
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###### Distribution of studies according to category.

![](pone.0156175.t001){#pone.0156175.t001g}

  Category                     N (%)
  ---------------------------- ------------
  User and Community Factors   82 (56.9%)
  Organization Factors         81 (56.3%)
  Output and Outcome           50 (34.7%)
  Other                        1 (0.7%)

Results {#sec008}
=======

A total of 144 original studies were included ([Fig 1](#pone.0156175.g001){ref-type="fig"}). There has been a notable increase in related publications from the year 2000 until 2014, highlighting the growing interest in online open innovation communities. More than half of the articles included in our study were published between 2012 and 2014 (n = 86). The fact that a noteworthy amount of studies included in this review were published in practitioner journals, such as the MIT Sloan Management Review, further showed that the topic has also been taken up by managers and business executives. [Table 2](#pone.0156175.t002){ref-type="table"} provides an overview of the most represented journals, highlighting the dominant position of the management literature in the field.

![Flowchart.](pone.0156175.g001){#pone.0156175.g001}
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###### Most represented source journals.
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  Name of Journals                                 Number of articles
  ------------------------------------------------ --------------------
  MIT Sloan Management Review                      8 (5.6)
  Organization Science                             8 (5.6)
  Innovation Management Policy & Practice          5 (3.5)
  International Journal of Innovation Management   5 (3.5)
  Information Systems Research                     4 (2.8)
  Journal of Management Information Systems        4 (2.8)
  Journal of Product Innovation Management         4 (2.8)
  Management Science                               4 (2.8)
  Internet Research                                3 (2.1)
  R&D Management                                   3 (2.1)
  Research Policy                                  3 (2.1)
  Research Technology Management                   3 (2.1)
  Technovation                                     3 (2.1)
                                                   57 (39.6)

Most of the included studies addressed user innovation initiatives in the private industry \[[@pone.0156175.ref043]--[@pone.0156175.ref048]\] with a few exceptions from the public sector \[[@pone.0156175.ref049]--[@pone.0156175.ref055]\]. They were characterized by a great degree of heterogeneity in terms of their research focus, setting, and methodological approaches. Many studies followed a single or multiple case study approach \[[@pone.0156175.ref056]--[@pone.0156175.ref062]\]. The included studies employed a broad variety of different quantitative as well as qualitative methods such as interviews, surveys, social network analysis, netnography and observation \[[@pone.0156175.ref063]--[@pone.0156175.ref070]\]. In the following sub sections sub-sections we present the evidence identified in each of the three study categories described earlier, namely "user and community factors", "organization factors", and "output and outcome".

User and Community Factors {#sec009}
--------------------------

The first category included articles focusing on factors related to the individual users of the platform and the community as a whole. In this context, the studies examined the interplay of different aspects related to individual and community roles, behaviors, and interaction that contribute to the functioning of an open innovation community. In this section, we present findings related to user motivations and factors influencing users' contribution behavior in virtual innovation communities as well as findings concerning user interaction and the structure of virtual communities.

### User Motivations {#sec010}

For the purpose of this review, we are guided by the distinction as proposed by Raasch and von Hippel, who refer to output-related and process-related motivations \[[@pone.0156175.ref071]\]. Output-related motivations refer to benefiting from the innovation itself either through personal use or through potential profit. Process-motivated individuals are motivated by factors, such as the enjoyment and the personal satisfaction they derive from helping other community members \[[@pone.0156175.ref071]\]. Motivational drivers are considered the strategies and environmental conditions that facilitate and drive individuals' motivations to engage in knowledge-sharing behavior \[[@pone.0156175.ref072]\]. Following Battistella and colleagues, we define the environment as the online platform \[[@pone.0156175.ref072]\], considering a) the platform design characteristics, b) the managerial actions performed by community managers, and c) the interaction between the members inside this platform to be motivational drivers.

The papers included in this review addressed motivational factors in a variety of different settings ranging from open source software development \[[@pone.0156175.ref073]--[@pone.0156175.ref075]\] to consumer goods such as clothing and accessories \[[@pone.0156175.ref076]--[@pone.0156175.ref078]\], identifying user motivations to actively contribute \[[@pone.0156175.ref079]--[@pone.0156175.ref082]\] as well as motivations to collaborate and jointly develop with other community members \[[@pone.0156175.ref057],[@pone.0156175.ref083],[@pone.0156175.ref084]\]. Authors further investigated the link of motivations to different motivational drivers, user types and roles \[[@pone.0156175.ref045],[@pone.0156175.ref085]--[@pone.0156175.ref089]\], and different types of co-creation activities and tasks \[[@pone.0156175.ref076],[@pone.0156175.ref078],[@pone.0156175.ref090]--[@pone.0156175.ref092]\]. User motivations and motivational drivers affecting user participation in online open innovation communities were found to be highly context dependent \[[@pone.0156175.ref084],[@pone.0156175.ref093],[@pone.0156175.ref094]\]. Users were usually motivated by a mixture of both output-related and process-related factors which were enforced by a set of motivational drivers \[[@pone.0156175.ref073],[@pone.0156175.ref076],[@pone.0156175.ref084],[@pone.0156175.ref090],[@pone.0156175.ref095]--[@pone.0156175.ref097]\]. Process-related individuals primarily sought fun and enjoyment in their participation activities and were eager to learn and develop their skills \[[@pone.0156175.ref071],[@pone.0156175.ref078],[@pone.0156175.ref083],[@pone.0156175.ref095],[@pone.0156175.ref098]\]. They were further motivated by gaining recognition from both the hosting firm and other users \[[@pone.0156175.ref046],[@pone.0156175.ref095],[@pone.0156175.ref096],[@pone.0156175.ref099]\], whereas output-motivated individuals had an actual need for the innovation itself or were seeking some kind of reward (e.g. cash prize) related to their participation \[[@pone.0156175.ref051],[@pone.0156175.ref071],[@pone.0156175.ref090]\]. Studies included in the review also showed that motivational factors were linked to (a) the type of user and their inherent goals, experiences, needs and perceptions \[[@pone.0156175.ref051],[@pone.0156175.ref079],[@pone.0156175.ref100]--[@pone.0156175.ref103]\], (b) the different types of co-creation formats \[[@pone.0156175.ref057],[@pone.0156175.ref104]\], and (c) the nature of the co-creation tasks \[[@pone.0156175.ref071],[@pone.0156175.ref083],[@pone.0156175.ref105]\]. Usability aspects, for example, were found to be an important motivational driver for new members joining a community, however, once acquainted with the technical aspects did not any longer affect user motivations to contribute \[[@pone.0156175.ref079]\]. Authors have also found evidence suggesting that by rewarding individual contributors rather than teams, platforms managed to increase participation, but not collaboration \[[@pone.0156175.ref057]\]. With respect to the nature of co-creation tasks, authors suggested that various users might find different tasks or problems particularly intriguing which will in turn determine their contribution behavior \[[@pone.0156175.ref071]\].

The key inference drawn from this section was that user motivations in virtual communities are complex, heterogeneous, and highly context dependent. The reviewed literature did not provide clear directions with respect to the importance or significance of individual motivational factors but rather highlighted a number of aspects that shape user contribution behavior in virtual innovation communities.

### User Interaction and Community Structure {#sec011}

Studies also examined different user characteristics and roles, investigating ways to identify different user types (such as user innovators and community leaders) based on contribution behavior and roles taken on within the community \[[@pone.0156175.ref048],[@pone.0156175.ref080],[@pone.0156175.ref106]--[@pone.0156175.ref109]\]. The key inference drawn with respect to user interaction and community structure was that despite the size of an online community, usually a small core community of active participants was responsible for the majority of contributions within the platform \[[@pone.0156175.ref110]\] as there was often a lack of highly involved members who stayed active over longer periods of time \[[@pone.0156175.ref111]\]. Martins and colleagues suggested that this may be in part due to the fact that members viewed platforms as interactive company web sites where they can get information, rather than as a collective of people with a common interest or passion \[[@pone.0156175.ref111]\]. So despite constantly observing the platform activity, they tended not to contribute much. Similarly, Füller and colleagues found that over half of the users in their study could be characterized as lurkers, who the authors described as registered members who do not hold social ties to other members, and rarely contribute but rather observe and read interesting discussions. The authors underlined the fact that also numerous unregistered lurkers are to be expected as passive observers of online communities \[[@pone.0156175.ref046]\]. In this context, the relevance of self-selection for crowdsourcing activities was highlighted as it may lead to better solutions \[[@pone.0156175.ref048],[@pone.0156175.ref078]\]. Füller and colleagues argued, that contrary to other scientific research where self-selection is primarily regarded as a bias, the fact that only certain individuals join and participate in open innovation platforms can be seen as an advantage for idea competitions as it helps to overcome local search bias and ensures participants' intrinsic motivations \[[@pone.0156175.ref078]\].

Further, studies shed light on the knowledge creation process by identifying different kinds of contributions and contribution activities as well as their specific role in the value creation process \[[@pone.0156175.ref035],[@pone.0156175.ref084],[@pone.0156175.ref112]--[@pone.0156175.ref115]\]. A clear inference was that there were associations between user interaction, user contribution behavior, user performance and the generated output \[[@pone.0156175.ref064],[@pone.0156175.ref084],[@pone.0156175.ref113],[@pone.0156175.ref116]--[@pone.0156175.ref122]\]. Our findings indicated that particularly collaborative efforts were successful in creating valuable output in terms of idea quality \[[@pone.0156175.ref084],[@pone.0156175.ref095],[@pone.0156175.ref114],[@pone.0156175.ref122]\]. It has also been suggested that a combination of collaboration and competition elements may be a promising approach \[[@pone.0156175.ref102],[@pone.0156175.ref123]\]. In this context, Kosonen and colleagues suggested that collaborative efforts are presumably related to idea quality, whereas competitions are considered to lead to an increase in the quantity of submitted ideas \[[@pone.0156175.ref095]\]. Blohm and colleagues, for example, showed that user collaboration had a positive influence on idea quality, suggesting that promoting user collaboration could render idea competitions more effective. Similarly, Sigala proposed that it was not the number of submissions but rather the user interactions and discussion that evolved around the submitted ideas that reveal the richest information, as reading about others' experiences resulted in discussions that helped customers to identify and propose more successful ideas. Other factors enhancing idea generation were the variety of roles users assume, the heterogeneity of the community, and the moderating role of company employees triggering discussions and engaging with the community \[[@pone.0156175.ref047],[@pone.0156175.ref114],[@pone.0156175.ref124]\]. Authors also investigated specific structural characteristics of open innovation communities and communication patterns \[[@pone.0156175.ref110],[@pone.0156175.ref125]--[@pone.0156175.ref132]\]. By examining the effect of specific network structures, Singh, for example, showed that small-world properties of an online community led to successful projects in terms of code development as well as user acceptance. The author argued that small-world communities, which are characterized by a higher degree of interconnection and by persons who know each other well through collaboration or common links, and the network size had an impact on project success \[[@pone.0156175.ref126]\].

Findings from the studies reviewed in this section drew attention to the fact that virtual innovation communities are usually run and dominated by a small, active core community of self-selected individuals. Contrary to clinical research, authors did not view self-selection as a bias in this context but rather an advantage, acknowledging that not all users will make valuable contributions. The findings presented in this section also highlighted the importance of interaction between users to enable knowledge creation, for example in form of product-related discussions. Finally, they also demonstrated how firms can adopt an active role in this process by moderating and triggering discussions.

Organizational Factors {#sec012}
----------------------

The second category comprised studies focusing on aspects related to firms' strategy, such as the design and functionalities of the open innovation platform \[[@pone.0156175.ref057],[@pone.0156175.ref079],[@pone.0156175.ref081],[@pone.0156175.ref090],[@pone.0156175.ref133]\], as well as the mode and frequency of interaction between firm and community \[[@pone.0156175.ref134]--[@pone.0156175.ref137]\]. Studies in this set also addressed organizational challenges and the lessons learned associated with the implementation, maintenance, and exploitation of an online open innovation community \[[@pone.0156175.ref044],[@pone.0156175.ref138],[@pone.0156175.ref139]\].

One of the key findings was that only a small percentage of initiatives aiming at eliciting user contributions managed to do so successfully \[[@pone.0156175.ref101]\], as many of them failed to generate solutions with competitive advantage potential \[[@pone.0156175.ref104]\]. Another central claim emerging from the included studies was that open innovation communities are a resource intensive endeavor and not a free or low-cost alternative to internal R&D activities \[[@pone.0156175.ref138]\]. Companies had to invest a significant amount of resources in time consuming activities related to the initiation and maintenance of an online open innovation community \[[@pone.0156175.ref140]\]. In addition, the included articles identified different managerial challenges that arise at the various stages of the innovation process \[[@pone.0156175.ref044],[@pone.0156175.ref136],[@pone.0156175.ref141],[@pone.0156175.ref142]\]. The reluctance to embrace external sources of knowledge due to a fear of leaking proprietary information, loss of managerial power, and ceding control over firm activities, for example, has been shown to limit a company's ability to fully utilize online communities as a tool for R&D \[[@pone.0156175.ref141]\].

The studies reviewed investigated a variety of different practices for involving end users in the innovation process including toolkits for user innovation \[[@pone.0156175.ref098],[@pone.0156175.ref143]--[@pone.0156175.ref145]\], product platforms \[[@pone.0156175.ref146]\], open source software communities \[[@pone.0156175.ref137],[@pone.0156175.ref147],[@pone.0156175.ref148]\], and idea and design competitions \[[@pone.0156175.ref096],[@pone.0156175.ref115],[@pone.0156175.ref122],[@pone.0156175.ref123],[@pone.0156175.ref135]\]. Studies focused both on autonomous user-led \[[@pone.0156175.ref046],[@pone.0156175.ref149]\] as well as firm-sponsored online user communities \[[@pone.0156175.ref047],[@pone.0156175.ref150]\]. One study aimed at classifying practices according to their focus, namely technology-oriented and product-oriented practices \[[@pone.0156175.ref151]\]. Some studies were carried out over several years and went into great detail when describing the design features as well as the underlying processes of the respective platform(s) under investigation \[[@pone.0156175.ref043],[@pone.0156175.ref152],[@pone.0156175.ref153]\]. Two particularly well documented cases were the Dell IdeaStorm \[[@pone.0156175.ref035],[@pone.0156175.ref045],[@pone.0156175.ref064],[@pone.0156175.ref066],[@pone.0156175.ref106],[@pone.0156175.ref154],[@pone.0156175.ref155]\] and Lego's user innovation initiatives \[[@pone.0156175.ref044],[@pone.0156175.ref152],[@pone.0156175.ref156]\]. Platform structure in terms of its usability and playfulness was identified as an influential factor when cultivating an active user community \[[@pone.0156175.ref057],[@pone.0156175.ref079],[@pone.0156175.ref081],[@pone.0156175.ref090],[@pone.0156175.ref133],[@pone.0156175.ref157]\]. Further, the availability of tools that facilitate the idea generation process and user interaction was shown to be a promising approach to attract users \[[@pone.0156175.ref047],[@pone.0156175.ref057],[@pone.0156175.ref114],[@pone.0156175.ref157]\]. In their study Brabham and colleagues even found that members of a user design community reported an "addiction" when referring to their activity of using a design toolkit \[[@pone.0156175.ref076]\]. Regarding the relationship between company and the user community, the reviewed studies underlined the importance of ensuring a win-win situation for both firm and user community \[[@pone.0156175.ref152]\]. Factors such as balance between control and autonomy \[[@pone.0156175.ref158]--[@pone.0156175.ref163]\], company involvement \[[@pone.0156175.ref134]--[@pone.0156175.ref137]\] and responsiveness \[[@pone.0156175.ref154],[@pone.0156175.ref160]\], as well as trust \[[@pone.0156175.ref164]\] were regarded as crucial for the success of online user innovation initiatives. In their study, Henttonen and colleagues, for example, found that a deeper level of involvement between companies and open source software communities enabled the exchange of more than code, namely ideas, influences, and opinions \[[@pone.0156175.ref136]\]. Also users' perception of being treated fairly by the firm, both with respect to the process of idea selection as well as the sharing of profits and recognition, was found to be a critical element \[[@pone.0156175.ref100]\].

Studies reviewed in this section focused on managerial challenges encountered when collaborating with virtual user communities, acknowledging that the integration of end users in the innovation process is a resource intensive endeavor that requires a clear strategy. Findings presented in this section also pointed to different forms and opportunities to integrate virtual user communities and highlighted the importance of ensuring a win-win situation between the virtual community and firm.

Output and Outcome {#sec013}
------------------

For the purpose of this study, we refer to output as the ideas generated by the user community, whereby we consider outcomes to be direct and indirect market outcomes related to the implementation of these ideas. Studies in this third category investigated processes related to idea selection, implementation, and the resulting market outcomes.

Regarding idea selection, we found that there were various modes and tools for selecting ideas, such as involving users or expert juries in the rating and ranking process \[[@pone.0156175.ref115],[@pone.0156175.ref156],[@pone.0156175.ref158],[@pone.0156175.ref165],[@pone.0156175.ref166]\], software tools \[[@pone.0156175.ref167]\], and computational algorithms \[[@pone.0156175.ref168],[@pone.0156175.ref169]\]. Some authors relied on subjective rater assessment of idea quality \[[@pone.0156175.ref170]\], while others assessed criteria such as novelty, feasibility, relevance, and elaboration \[[@pone.0156175.ref084],[@pone.0156175.ref171],[@pone.0156175.ref172]\]. Others suggested criteria such as idea quantity and idea diversity \[[@pone.0156175.ref102],[@pone.0156175.ref173]--[@pone.0156175.ref175]\] or the fact that ideas were implemented \[[@pone.0156175.ref045]\]. In case of collective code development in open source software communities, the outcome was measured in the code's performance in addressing a specific problem \[[@pone.0156175.ref073]\].

Most of the included studies highlighted the success of open innovation communities in terms of their ability to generate valuable ideas and solutions. Authors, for example, compared the ideas generated within an online community to those resulting from traditional forms of market research showing that the use of social media tools for ideation led to more and higher quality ideas at a lower cost per idea in a shorter period of time, as compared to traditional forms of market research \[[@pone.0156175.ref082],[@pone.0156175.ref141]\]. Only few authors provided contradictory evidence questioning the role of user communities as successful idea acquisition mechanism \[[@pone.0156175.ref176]\]. Main points of criticism included that the number of ideas acquired is often low compared to the number of ideas submitted and that great effort and resources are needed to sustain an open innovation community \[[@pone.0156175.ref177]\]. Studies also reported on outcomes of online user innovation initiatives such as firms' innovation effectiveness \[[@pone.0156175.ref178]\], diversification or extension of product portfolio \[[@pone.0156175.ref165],[@pone.0156175.ref179],[@pone.0156175.ref180]\], reduced time to product release \[[@pone.0156175.ref125]\], improved customer-relations and increased customer-sensing and responding capability \[[@pone.0156175.ref150],[@pone.0156175.ref181]\], and outcomes related to brand strength \[[@pone.0156175.ref059],[@pone.0156175.ref182]\]. Findings further indicate that whether or not an open innovation community can be successful in generating innovative and profitable ideas that ultimately lead to direct and indirect market outcomes, depended on numerous factors such as the respective industry, company characteristics, managerial attitudes, and corporate strategy \[[@pone.0156175.ref101],[@pone.0156175.ref163]\]. Most of all, it depended on the firm's ability to build and sustain an active community, and its ability to effectively collaborate with users across organizational boundaries \[[@pone.0156175.ref101]\].

Findings from the studies reviewed in this last section showed that online communities can in fact be an appropriate tool to help firms generate, identify, and collect end user ideas, when used appropriately. Authors also illustrated different approaches for identifying and selecting promising ideas generated by online communities. The reviewed studies further showed that the involvement of virtual communities can in fact positively affect firm performance with respect to the product and service innovation process but also with respect to customer relations.

Discussion {#sec014}
==========

By reviewing the open and user innovation literature, this review described the use of online communities as a tool to capture and harness innovative ideas developed and shared by end users in different fields. We now seek to link these findings back to the healthcare context, presenting them in the light of the particularities and challenges discussed in current healthcare research. We thereby aim to point to the potential value and challenges of these virtual platforms to function as a tool to inform and promote patient-centered care in the context of chronic health conditions. In order structure this section in a meaningful and pragmatic way, we were guided by the innovation management literature, describing models of product and service innovation and knowledge integration as stage processes \[[@pone.0156175.ref183],[@pone.0156175.ref184]\], in particular the ones proposed by Wallin and von Krogh \[[@pone.0156175.ref185]\] and Alam and Perry \[[@pone.0156175.ref186]\]. Based on these frameworks and the findings from the review we identified four stages that are critical when involving online user communities in the healthcare innovation process:

1.  Setting the stage for online user innovation initiatives

2.  Attracting and maintaining an active user community

3.  Selecting and absorbing ideas

4.  Process and outcome evaluation

Our findings suggest that the operation of open innovation communities is highly context dependent \[[@pone.0156175.ref054],[@pone.0156175.ref094],[@pone.0156175.ref102],[@pone.0156175.ref115],[@pone.0156175.ref142],[@pone.0156175.ref187]\]. So despite the success stories of user innovation initiatives in transforming the innovation processes in various industries \[[@pone.0156175.ref093]\], important questions arise for the applicability to the healthcare context \[[@pone.0156175.ref188]\]. This is why, when interpreting our findings, the particularities and resulting challenges of the healthcare setting have to be examined specifically. In the following sections we highlight the key issues for introducing virtual patient networks to the healthcare setting. We do so by pinpointing the critical challenges encountered at each of the stages we identified previously, make recommendations on how to address them, and propose ways to think about user innovation in healthcare contexts, particularly for those living with chronic health conditions.

Setting the Stage for online User Innovation Initiatives {#sec015}
--------------------------------------------------------

Before investing in an online platform, it is, first of all, important to consider the significant amount of resources required to initiate, maintain and harness an open innovation community \[[@pone.0156175.ref106],[@pone.0156175.ref138]\]. Secondly, our findings suggest that to define and agree on goals and expectations of an online user innovation initiative, it is crucial to get buy-in from all the key stakeholders involved in or affected by the process \[[@pone.0156175.ref043],[@pone.0156175.ref051],[@pone.0156175.ref150],[@pone.0156175.ref189]\]. Transferring these points to the healthcare context we foresee challenges arising particularly from a) the heterogeneity of the healthcare setting in terms of the different actors with their diverse rationales \[[@pone.0156175.ref190]--[@pone.0156175.ref195]\], b) the dominance of the top-down, paternalistic approach to care \[[@pone.0156175.ref196]--[@pone.0156175.ref198]\], and c) the fact that evidence on successful online user innovation initiatives in healthcare is still scarce \[[@pone.0156175.ref199]\]. Matters are further complicated by strict norms and legal regulations in healthcare, for example with respect to data protection, that vary between and sometimes even within countries \[[@pone.0156175.ref188]\].

The first point is best illustrated by a concrete example. Taking a hospital for instance, we expect different actor groups such as nurses, surgeons, hospital managers and patients to have different priorities, expectations, and perceptions related to the healthcare process \[[@pone.0156175.ref190],[@pone.0156175.ref193],[@pone.0156175.ref196],[@pone.0156175.ref200]\]. In their study, Ferrand and colleagues, for example, showed that even though physicians and nurses agreed on standards for collaborative decision-making, there was a strong discrepancy in their perception of the actual process \[[@pone.0156175.ref200]\]. But particularly patients' priorities and expectations may not always align with those of healthcare providers \[[@pone.0156175.ref194],[@pone.0156175.ref195],[@pone.0156175.ref201]\]. In this context, Rubinelli and colleagues point to the challenge of patients' multiple goals, among which health may be one, but not necessarily the most important one \[[@pone.0156175.ref194]\]. This is illustrated by the example of Lisa Crites, a breast cancer patient who developed a shower shirt to protect herself, but also other mastectomy patients, from post-surgical infection, recognizing that women will want to shower despite the risk of infection \[[@pone.0156175.ref011]\]. This example shows that the patient may perceive showering as equally important as preventing post-surgical infection. Particularly individuals living with chronic health conditions tend to develop strong views and perceptions with regard to their health condition and treatment \[[@pone.0156175.ref202]--[@pone.0156175.ref204]\]. Health professionals, however, often view their patients through the lens of medical expertise adopting a "disease focus" rather than recognizing these individual differences.

The second challenge, the dominance of the top-down, paternalistic approach to care, is very closely related to the first one. We assume that there is an imbalance in power due to the dominance of the top-down approach in healthcare \[[@pone.0156175.ref196]--[@pone.0156175.ref198]\], which impedes successful collaboration and co-creation between patients and physicians. There is, for example, significant evidence suggesting that health professionals perceive the increasing trend of online health information as a threat to their control and medical authority, some even adopt strategies to discourage or undermine patients' online information seeking efforts \[[@pone.0156175.ref205]--[@pone.0156175.ref207]\]. This leads us to assume, that patients who start taking matters into their own hands by developing solutions to their health problems may be perceived as even more threatening.

Having addressed the challenges related to the different actors in the healthcare setting, we now turn to the third challenge: the lack of best practice approaches. Despite successful examples from other fields \[[@pone.0156175.ref102],[@pone.0156175.ref152]\], little evidence documents strategies for and outcomes expected from successfully applying these principles in healthcare \[[@pone.0156175.ref199]\]. When viewing user innovation in the light of evidence-based medicine \[[@pone.0156175.ref208]\], it seems intuitive that healthcare providers are not willing to invest time and money in a tool without having an idea about the achievable outcome. This is why we suggest that successful initiatives from other fields can and should be used to inform goal setting and strategy development in healthcare. Much can be learned, for example, from the open and user innovation practices of Lego, a maker of children's creative construction toys with a large adult-fan community \[[@pone.0156175.ref044],[@pone.0156175.ref152],[@pone.0156175.ref156]\]. Lego used to be an extremely private ('closed') company with high level of product and intellectual property control. But when users started hacking and modifying the software of a new product line, the Lego Mindstorms, Lego had to decide whether to pursue legal action or collaborate with the adult fan community who had started sharing their adapted product versions through independent websites. Lego decided to open up its formerly closed innovation process and invited users to jointly innovate \[[@pone.0156175.ref152]\].

Drawing parallels to the healthcare setting we observe similar patterns. Departing from the paternalistic 'closed' approach of healthcare, patients have started to develop their own solutions to health problems they are facing. Since pursuing legal action against these patients is not a viable option, healthcare providers will have two options: a) Shut patients out and exclude them from the healthcare process taking the risk that they will create their own solutions anyways, or b) Include patients in the healthcare process and make them partners. The rising trend of shared decision-making and patient empowerment \[[@pone.0156175.ref209]\] suggests that providers will most likely opt for the latter. Future research is needed to make more specific recommendations on how the different perspectives, priorities, and expectations can be aligned taking also resource-constraints into consideration. We propose the process known as 'stakeholder dialogue' as a suitable method for achieving this aim. "Stakeholder dialogues allow research evidence to be brought together with the views, experiences and tacit knowledge of those who will be involved in, or affected by, future decisions about a high-priority issue" \[[@pone.0156175.ref210]\], with the goal of generating action \[[@pone.0156175.ref211]\].

Attracting and maintaining an active User Community {#sec016}
---------------------------------------------------

So far we have discussed issues related to setting the stage for online user innovation. We now shed light on the challenges related to attracting and maintaining an active user community. From the literature reviewed in this study we identified five key elements that are crucial to the initiation and maintenance of an open innovation platform.

1.  Users willingness to share their innovative ideas \[[@pone.0156175.ref046],[@pone.0156175.ref047],[@pone.0156175.ref070],[@pone.0156175.ref136]\]

2.  Attractiveness and usability of the platform \[[@pone.0156175.ref051],[@pone.0156175.ref057],[@pone.0156175.ref079],[@pone.0156175.ref081],[@pone.0156175.ref090],[@pone.0156175.ref133]\]

3.  Motivations \[[@pone.0156175.ref071],[@pone.0156175.ref073],[@pone.0156175.ref076],[@pone.0156175.ref084],[@pone.0156175.ref090],[@pone.0156175.ref095],[@pone.0156175.ref096]\]

4.  Interaction and Involvement \[[@pone.0156175.ref045],[@pone.0156175.ref047],[@pone.0156175.ref070],[@pone.0156175.ref137],[@pone.0156175.ref172]\]

5.  Partnership between user community and firm \[[@pone.0156175.ref081],[@pone.0156175.ref091],[@pone.0156175.ref093],[@pone.0156175.ref095],[@pone.0156175.ref099],[@pone.0156175.ref152],[@pone.0156175.ref156],[@pone.0156175.ref159],[@pone.0156175.ref164],[@pone.0156175.ref165]\]

When looking at the literature on health-related online communities, we find that the evidence on attracting and maintaining active user communities is scarce. However, authors have shown that patients are not only willing to share their personal health information for research \[[@pone.0156175.ref212],[@pone.0156175.ref213]\], but that they are also willing to share their knowledge and solutions with other patients \[[@pone.0156175.ref019],[@pone.0156175.ref214],[@pone.0156175.ref215]\]. Sharing details about their experiences with their health condition, treatment, and the health system help these individuals cope with the struggles they are facing in their everyday life \[[@pone.0156175.ref216]--[@pone.0156175.ref218]\]. This first element is also the most crucial because if patients are not willing to share their ideas and solutions for reasons such as privacy concerns or fear of stigma, there would be no one to collaborate with.

Related to the second element, we find that in terms of the platform technology, reliable technology seems to be preferable over state-of-the-art technology \[[@pone.0156175.ref020]\]. This aspect did not emerge from our review, suggesting that it might be a particularity of the healthcare context. A possible explanation for this is that patients may experience a stronger need for a stable and reliable environment which safeguards their personal health information ensuring privacy and security \[[@pone.0156175.ref219]\].

With respect to the third element, there is very limited understanding of patients' motivations to share their experiences online. This is partially due to the fact that online communities are frequently designed as an intervention tool tested on randomly assigning participants that were recruited for the study with the purpose of assessing health outcomes \[[@pone.0156175.ref024]\]. This, however, makes it difficult to assess whether these patients would have actually joined or contributed to an online community without being told to do so. By surveying community members of the PatientsLikeMe platform, Wicks and colleagues avoided this bias and found that users perceived the greatest benefit of the online platform in learning about symptoms and side effects of their treatments. Also, connecting to other patients was considered as beneficial. Some patients perceived the site as helpful when making decisions regarding their medication \[[@pone.0156175.ref213]\]. This suggests that patients are both output and process-motivated. In other words, patients will, on the one hand, have an inherent interest in solutions to their problems. On the other hand, we also expect partially process-motivated individuals for whom participation constitutes part of their coping strategy \[[@pone.0156175.ref218]\]. One of the most striking examples in this context is Tal Golesworthy, a process engineer who was diagnosed with an inherited disorder of aorta, a condition which results in a decreasing functionality of the aorta. Instead of accepting the available treatment which entailed lifelong drug therapy, he developed a more suitable solution which eliminated the need for drug therapy. In 2004, Tal was the first patient to have the External Aortic Root Support implanted. The operation is now performed in the UK and Belgium \[[@pone.0156175.ref011]\]. Of course not all patients come up with innovative and game-changing solutions that they share with others. As observed in other fields, active contributors constitute a clear minority in health communities \[[@pone.0156175.ref218]\]. In this context, three questions arise: Who are the active patients that develop and share their solutions? What motivates them? And how can we identify them? Even though we cannot answer these questions within the scope of this review, they provide interesting avenues for future research. Scholars should further investigate the characteristics of patient-innovators and their underlying motivations in the context of different health conditions \[[@pone.0156175.ref220]\].

When addressing the fourth aspect in the healthcare setting, we encounter a key challenge that did not emerge from the studies included in the review: the potential danger resulting from incorrect, incomplete, or simply misinterpreted information and ideas. To illustrate this with an example, imagine a company collaborates with a user community to develop a new MP3 player. Of course the company aims for quality solutions and ideas that will lead to a profitable product, but not all ideas will be good. Even though these bad ideas may prolong the co-creation and idea selection process, there is no harm in bad ideas (as long as they are not implemented). On the contrary, if a person with Type 1 diabetes does not recognize bad ideas as such and implements them, this may pose a serious threat to his or her health. Some patients, particularly those suffering from rare, chronic, or life-threating conditions with no available standard treatments may be desperate for solutions and may be willing to try just about anything \[[@pone.0156175.ref221]--[@pone.0156175.ref223]\]. This threat becomes more concrete in the light of patients' suboptimal search strategies and evaluation skills when it comes to online health information \[[@pone.0156175.ref224],[@pone.0156175.ref225]\], and in turn raises questions of liability and patient safety \[[@pone.0156175.ref207],[@pone.0156175.ref226]\]. Even though healthcare organizations should promote and encourage interaction between users, they should also have clear policies and actively moderate discussions not only to engage individuals, but also to reduce the dissemination of potentially harmful ideas \[[@pone.0156175.ref227],[@pone.0156175.ref228]\].

We now turn to the last aspect, the practice of treating users as partners in the innovation process. In the healthcare setting, we propose that despite keeping a certain level of control over community activities, it is important to treat community members as a partners. In other words, they should be recognized as knowledge resources rather than data sources, or passive receivers of care. As pointed out in the introduction of this paper, the lived-experience of people with a chronic condition constitutes an invaluable resource for research and practice. Despite the obvious advantages an online patient community presents for research, such as facilitated data collection and patient recruitment \[[@pone.0156175.ref229]\], their ability to contribute by sharing their ideas on innovative self-management practices should not be underestimated \[[@pone.0156175.ref019],[@pone.0156175.ref215]\].

Selecting and absorbing Ideas {#sec017}
-----------------------------

In the previous section we discussed issues related to the idea generation process. But once ideas are being generated, how can we identify the most viable ones? Findings of our review highlighted various modes and tools for selecting user-generated ideas; however there is no consensus with respect to their effectiveness and efficiency in identifying the most promising ideas \[[@pone.0156175.ref115],[@pone.0156175.ref156],[@pone.0156175.ref158],[@pone.0156175.ref165],[@pone.0156175.ref168]\]. Few studies discussed the process of absorbing an internalizing knowledge from the user community \[[@pone.0156175.ref044],[@pone.0156175.ref150]\]. This may be due to the switch back to the producer side for commercial exploitation which occurs once the collective exploration with help of the user community is concluded \[[@pone.0156175.ref230]\].

When discussing the process of idea selection in the healthcare context, issues related to idea quality, that were discussed previously, lead us to the conclusion that in addition to the aspects highlighted by the open and user innovation literature, such as novelty and high customer benefit \[[@pone.0156175.ref170]\], components of information quality \[[@pone.0156175.ref231]--[@pone.0156175.ref233]\] may help to develop adequate idea selection criteria. Future research should engage in developing indicators for what constitutes a "good idea" in the healthcare context and investigate methods on how to efficiently identify them. It will also be crucial to develop processes for absorbing patients' ideas and incorporating them into the care setting. In this context, we refer back to the process known as 'stakeholder dialogue' \[[@pone.0156175.ref210],[@pone.0156175.ref211]\] as a promising approach to identify and integrate patients' innovative self-management practices.

Process and Outcome Evaluation {#sec018}
------------------------------

Most of the included studies highlighted the success of open innovation communities in terms of their ability to generate valuable ideas and solutions. Whether an online user innovation initiative was considered as successful or not was usually measured by the quantity, diversity, and quality of ideas generated \[[@pone.0156175.ref102],[@pone.0156175.ref129],[@pone.0156175.ref173]\]. Central questions for healthcare will be: What are the benefits for the different stakeholders involved? Does participating in an online innovation community help patients better cope with their condition or better self-manage? Do solutions generated through online patient communities improve the quality of care or help to decrease healthcare costs? Future research should address these questions and investigate appropriate indicators for measuring the success of online user innovation initiatives in the healthcare context not only in terms of their ability to generate ideas but also in terms of their impact.

Limitations {#sec019}
===========

The present paper contributes to the growing body of literature on virtual patient communities, highlighting some of the key aspects relevant to the integration of these communities in the healthcare innovation process. However, some of the limitations should be acknowledged when interpreting our findings. Firstly, due to the heterogeneity of the field in terms of terminology our search strategy, particularly our selection of key words, may have failed to identify some relevant studies. We tried to minimize this risk by conducting a preliminary review of the literature to inform our key word selection and choice of databases. Secondly, the diversity of the included studies with respect to their theoretical framework, study design, and research focus proved to be challenging when seeking to structure the evidence in a meaningful way. We chose to present our findings by grouping studies according to their research focus; however, evidence could have, for example, also been structured according to the type of online community investigated (firm-hosted vs. firm-related vs. independent). Thirdly, we did not account for the quality of the included publications, nor did we account for reporting or publication bias.

Conclusion {#sec020}
==========

Despite evidence suggesting that there is great potential in harnessing the knowledge and lived-experience of patients and their carers \[[@pone.0156175.ref011],[@pone.0156175.ref019],[@pone.0156175.ref198],[@pone.0156175.ref214]\], there has been a focus on exploring patient needs rather than on their ability to come up with viable ideas and solutions to their health problems \[[@pone.0156175.ref234]\]. This paper offers what, to our knowledge, is one of the first attempts to address the innovative potential of online communities by adopting the open and user innovation perspective. It provides a narrative account of the existing literature, describing the use of online communities as a tool to capture and harness innovative ideas of end users or consumers in various fields and points to the potential of these virtual platforms to function as a tool to inform patient-centered care in the context of chronic health conditions. Based on the findings of the scoping review and guided by models used in the innovation management literature, we identified four critical stages in opening up the healthcare innovation process to the input of virtual patient communities. Taking the particularities of the healthcare context into account, we then described the key challenges associated with these stages and made recommendations on how to address them.

In the light of the shift toward patient-driven care, efficient strategies for integrating the ideas and experiences of patients into healthcare research and practice will become crucial. Our findings suggest that much can be learned from online user innovation practices employed in other fields and industries. Future research should further explore these areas and identify strategies to harness the innovative potential of online communities in the healthcare context. It will further be important to identify indicators of success and best practice approaches which will ultimately support healthcare institutions in adopting online communities as a means to integrate patients in the healthcare innovation process.
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